
Myth Beyond 511 

Chapter 511 - Profound Beasts Rampage 

 

 

 

All the people in the hall glanced at each other strangely and let out a loud cheer before ordering more 

food and wines. 

 

The middle-aged man was stunned. His eyes widened open in disbelief. What did Yun Lintian just say? 

Me? Taking care of everyone's expense?  

 

Before the middle-aged man could say anything, Yun Lintian sent a sound transmission to him. "Uncle, 

you better pay the bills honestly." 

 

The middle-aged man came to his sense and asked strangely. "Why are you so sure I will pay for this? 

What if I didn't?" 

 

Yun Lintian shrugged his shoulders carelessly. "It doesn't matter. If you don't want to pay, you can talk 

with the innkeeper yourself. After all, this matter started because of you… Hehe, I believe there's a big 

guy behind this place. I don't know how strong he is." 

 

The middle-aged man opened his mouth and closed a few times before sighing helplessly. "Alright, you 

win."  

 

He didn't know how Yun Lintian was aware of this. There was indeed a big guy behind this inn. If 

someone caused trouble here, they must pay the price. At first, he believed he could deny it and throw 

everything to the blue-robed man, but it seemed he could not escape now. 

 

Yun Lintian turned to the innkeeper and said with a bright smile. "Brother, you don't need to call your 

boss now. This uncle is already taking responsibility. Shall we let this matter go?" 

 



In fact, Yun Lintian noticed the innkeeper's movement from the beginning. When the blue-robed man 

flared up, the innkeeper hurriedly took out a transmission jade and mumbled something to it. Yun 

Lintian immediately understood this innkeeper was definitely calling his backer. 

 

Although Yun Lintian was new to the Central Continent, he still understood one or two things here. To 

be able to open an inn in this place, the owner must possess a solid background. Otherwise, it was 

impossible to smoothly earn a fortune in such a hot spot where countless wolves and hyenas were 

eying. 

 

Even though Yun Lintian truly had nothing to do with this incident, he wouldn't be able to escape the 

relationship. Hence, saving this middle-aged man was akin to protecting himself from trouble. 

 

Yun Lintian turned to the blue-robed man, who was standing dumbly there and said. "Shall we stop 

here, brother? If you continue further, I'm afraid the inn owner will ask for a huge compensation later." 

 

The blue-robed man subconsciously nodded his head and sheathed his sword back. His forehead was 

covered with layers of cold sweat as he suddenly thought of the terrifying force behind this inn. He 

didn't say anything and hurriedly left the inn as though he was running for his life. 

 

Seeing the blue-robed man going away, Yun Lintian poured himself another cup of tea and calmly 

enjoyed it. 

 

The middle-aged man stared at Yun Lintian for a long time and asked curiously. "Achieving the Heaven 

Profound Realm at this young age. I wonder which family did you come from?" 

 

Yun Lintian put the teacup down and said with a smile. "Shouldn't you introduce yourself first, uncle? I 

have no grievance with you, yet you dragged me into a mess like this. Don't you think it's a bit rude?" 

 

The middle-aged man let out a chuckle and replied. "My name is Su Minghai. You should stop calling me 

uncle already. I'm not as old as you think." 

 

"Oh? How old are you then?" Yun Lintian asked. 

 



Su Minghai raised five fingers up. "I'm five hundred this year." 

 

"And you said this is not old? You can be my grandpa with no problem." Yun Lintian was speechless. 

 

"What do you know? Five hundred years old is not old at all for a profound practitioner like us." Su 

Minghai gave a fierce glare at Yun Lintian. "Just call me Brother Su or Brother Minghai." 

 

Yun Lintian reluctantly accepted this and said. "Fine. I'll call you Brother Su then." He changed the topic. 

"Did you come here often, Brother Su? You seem familiar with this place." 

 

Su Minghai took the jar of wine and moved to Yun Lintian's table. He laughed slightly and responded. 

"Yes. Why are you asking this?… You are new here, aren't you?" 

 

Yun Lintian answered honestly. "Yes. This is the first time I have come here. I heard the scenery of the 

Blue Tide City is good. So, I want to take a look." 

 

Su Minghai stared at Yun Lintian's face for a moment, as if he didn't believe it, and said. "Indeed. The 

scenery there is not bad. There are a lot of leisure places for you. How about going there with me? I can 

be your guide." He suddenly leaned forward and whispered. "I know a good place for a young and 

vigorous boy like you. Hehe. Trust me, you will like it." 

 

Looking at the perverted smile on Su Minghai's face, Yun Lintian was rendered speechless. He shook his 

head and said. "It's fine to go with you, but I don't want to know that kind of place." 

 

Su Minghai clicked his tongue in dissatisfaction. "Tsk. Are you a man? How come you don't like it?" 

 

Yun Lintian ignored Su Minghai's words and asked. "Can you tell me more about the situation in the 

Endless Sea, Brother Su? How could profound beasts run amok all of a sudden?" 

 

Su Minghai looked at Yun Lintian confusedly. "You don't know this?" Seeing Yun Lintian shaking his head, 

Su Minghai said. "This incident started around two months ago. No one knows exactly what happened in 

the Endless Sea, but all the profound beasts seem to go crazy and start attacking people madly. It said 



even Monarch Profound Beasts have also appeared. Right now, every coastal city is recruiting 

practitioners all over the continent to deal with them." 

 

Yun Lintian's brows involuntarily knitted together.. He suddenly felt this matter was related to Poison 

Valley… What are they planning to do? Could it be they are going all out now? Thinking of this, Yun 

Lintian started to worry about the Northern Continent. 

Chapter 512 - The Inn's Owner 

 

 

 

"By the way, what is your name, little brother?" Su Minghai asked.  

 

Yun Lintian put his worries aside and answered. "My name is Mu Chen." 

 

"That's it?" Su Minghai frowned slightly. 

 

Yun Lintian glanced at him and replied plainly. "That's it." 

 

Su Minghai stared at Yun Lintian's face for a full minute before saying. "Fine. Since you don't want to tell 

me, I naturally won't force you." He changed the topic. "When are you leaving?" 

 

Yun Lintian thought for a moment and replied. "Honestly, I don't have any plan yet. I'll stay here for a 

day and decide about it later." 

 

"That's fine… How about staying in this inn? I can apply for a discount here." Su Minghai said and drank 

a mouthful of wine. 

 

Yun Lintian had a strange expression as he asked. "Are you a regular customer here?" 

 

Su Minghai shook his head and flashed a mysterious smile. He leaned forward slightly and whispered. 

"I'm the owner here." 



 

Yun Lintian was dumbfounded and subconsciously glanced at the innkeeper. He then saw the innkeeper 

keep glancing in this direction with an anxious look on his face. It seemed he was worried about the 

expense of everyone's meal here. 

 

Yun Lintian shifted his gaze onto Su Minghai and saw the latter let out a chuckle. Looked like Su Minghai 

was really the boss here. 

 

"You hide it quite deep, huh?" Yun Lintian said. 

 

"Hide? What to hide? I didn't even try to hide my identity. You just didn't see it yourself." Su Minghai 

picked a piece of fragrant meat and stuffed it into his mouth. 

 

Yun Lintian was speechless… I came here for the first time. How could I know you are the owner here? 

 

At the same time, Yun Lintian was curious about Su Minghai's strength. There was no aura leak out of his 

body at all. If it wasn't because Yun Lintian saw Su Minghai was fine under the blue-robed man's attack, 

he would mistake Su Minghai as an ordinary person. 

 

Naturally, he won't dare to use Eyes of Heaven on Su Minghai face to face like this. He would find a 

chance to do it in secret later. 

 

The two continued to talk about various topics. Through the conversation, Yun Lintian had learned a lot 

about the situation in Blue Tide City. 

 

As one of the major cities in the Central Continent, Blue Tide City was densely packed with countless 

profound practitioners and business opportunities. Any treasure or precious materials you could think of 

were easily found in this place. 

 

Because of the location, this city had become the most significant transportation hub between the 

Northern, Western, and Eastern Continent. There were several transportation groups, and the Black 

Wing Mercenary Group was one of the largest groups among them. 

 



From Su Minghai's words, the leader of the Black Wing had a close relationship with Divine Thunder 

Palace. That was why the group's position in the Central Continent was highly stable. 

 

After chatting for a few hours, Su Minghai had arranged the best room for Yun Lintian and left. Yun 

Lintian meticulously checked the room and made sure there was nothing suspicious before entering the 

Land of Beyond Heaven. 

 

When he passed through the Gate of Beyond Heaven, Yun Lintian was stunned when he found it was 

actually raining here. He circulated his profound energy to block the rain and looked around in 

amazement. 

 

Before this, the Land of Beyond Heaven never had any climate. Whether The Sun or The Thunder didn't 

change the environment here much. It seemed The Moon had played a crucial role in this change. 

 

"Lintian?" Yun Qingrou carried an umbrella in one hand and a bamboo basket filled with medicinal herbs 

in another hand. She was surprised to see Yun Lintian appear here. 

 

"Is it raining first time here?" Yun Lintian asked. 

 

Yun Qingrou nodded with a smile. "Yes. I've discovered that this rain can increase the plants' growth 

rate. Do you see these herbs here?… I planted these sprouts yesterday. 

 

Yun Lintian glanced at the herbs in the bamboo basket and was surprised by their ages. The age of these 

herbs was at least two months. What does this mean? It meant this rain could increase the growth rate 

of the herbs by sixty times! What about adding the acceleration ability? It won't be long before he could 

open a trading hall with an unlimited supply.  

 

With this, the Cloud Shadow team would engage in various businesses aside from a restaurant in the 

future. 

 

"Big Brother Yun!" At this moment, Linlin ran out of the villa and threw herself into Yun Lintian's 

embrace. She missed Yun Lintian a lot, even though they had just seen each other last night. 

 



Yun Lintian rubbed her head dotingly and said. "Sorry, big brother has been busy recently. Big brother 

will bring you out today. Are you happy?" 

 

"Really? That's great!" Linlin raised her head to look at Yun Lintian and smiled brightly. 

 

Yun Qingrou watched the scene with a gentle smile and said. "Why did you come here today? Aren't you 

supposed to head to the Blue Tide City right now?" 

 

Yun Lintian replied. "Let's go in first. I will tell you everything." 

 

Yun Qingrou nodded and walked into the villa with Yun Lintian. 

 

*** 

 

In a well-decorated room, Su Minghai was sitting behind a precious ancient wood table and poured 

himself a cup of wine. He glanced at a young woman opposite him and asked. "Want some?" 

 

The young woman shook her head. "I'm not in the mood." 

 

This woman looked like she was in her twenties. She had a decent appearance, nothing special except 

for her strange black eyes similar to a bottomless abyss. Her hair was short, around her shoulders. She 

was dressed in a white robe with a black ribbon on her waist.  

 

"Why? Did those profound beasts annoy you again?" Su Minghai leaned backward and gulped a 

mouthful of wine. If Yun Lintian was here, he would see Su Minghai's temperament was entirely 

different from when he was in the inn.. If the previous Su Minghai was like an amiable uncle, his current 

appearance was akin to a top CEO who managed a trillion-worth company. 

Chapter 513 - Lei Feifei 

 

 

 



"What else?" The woman pursed her lips. Her face was full of annoyance, as though she was troubled by 

something she couldn't get rid of for a long time. 

 

"I say, Feifei, why don't you ask your good brother for help?" Su Minghai asked with a chuckle. 

 

The woman, Lei Feifei, sneered. "Asking him? I would rather die than beg him." 

 

Seeing her stubborn appearance, Su Minghai sighed softly and said. "Although he's not a competent 

brother, I can see he's caring about you… Do you really think your Black Wing group can reach this point 

in a short time because of your ability alone?" 

 

Lei Feifei pursed her lips, unbothered to say anything further. Of course, she had aware of this, but her 

pride did not allow her to admit it.  

 

Since she left the Divine Thunder Palace that day, she vowed to create a group that could shake the 

world. However, facing reality, she, who had been pampered since young, could not withstand a wave of 

difficulty and almost disbanded her Black Wing group several times in the past… If it wasn't because Lei 

Zhenxiang secretly helped her, she would have wandered around aimlessly by now. 

 

Su Minghai didn't insist on this topic further. After all, it was Lei Feifei's family business. He, an outsider, 

shouldn't cross the line. He changed the topic. "By the way, I met an interesting little brother today. I 

think he's a good seedling. You can try to recruit him later." 

 

Lei Feifei's brows pricked up in surprise. Usually, Su Minghai rarely recommended people to her if they 

weren't outstanding enough. Since he said this, this so-called interesting little brother was definitely a 

top talented one. 

 

"Why did you say so?" Lei Feifei asked with a hint of interest. 

 

Su Minghai rubbed his fingers together and said with a mysterious smile. "This one is not cheap. Are you 

sure?" 

 



Lei Feifei clicked her tongue annoyingly and threw a black jade card at Su Minghai. "This should be 

enough, right?" 

 

Su Minghai's eyes lit up. His smile grew wider as he spoke. "More than enough… Don't worry. This one is 

really good. Definitely worth the price." 

 

Su Minghai poured himself another cup of wine and said. "His name is Mu Chen. Of course, I suspect it is 

a fake name. He's eighteen years old this year. His strength has already reached the fifth level of Heaven 

Profound Realm." 

 

"That's it?" Lei Feifei interrupted. She looked at Su Minghai suspiciously. He wouldn't cheat on me, 

right?  

 

The eighteen-year-old fifth level of the Heaven Profound Realm was definitely labeled as an outstanding 

talent. However, as someone grew up in the Divine Thunder Palace, Lei Feifei had seen countless 

exceptional individuals. This little brother's talent was nothing special in her eyes. 

 

"Don't be hurried. Listen to me first." Su Minghai shook his head. "Have you ever seen anyone that could 

instantly freeze the water particles in the air before?" 

 

Lei Feifei looked at Su Minghai strangely. "Isn't that normal? Anyone can do that." 

 

Su Minghai shook his head once again. "He could do it in a split second with a tiny portion of his 

profound energy. And you have to remember that he's only in the Heaven Profound Realm right now." 

 

Lei Feifei's expression changed slightly. "Are you telling me that he's already mastered the rules?" 

 

Su Minghai nodded firmly. "More than that. I suspect that he has already mastered the conceptual 

intent." 

 

"What? How is it possible?" This time, Lei Feifei could not sit still further. What kind of concept was this? 

An eighteen-year-old boy mastered the conceptual intent? One had to know that even the palace 

masters of the nine palaces might not necessary mastered it yet. How could this boy do it? 



 

"Are you sure about this? You didn't lie to me in order to increase the price, right?" Lei Feifei still 

couldn't believe Su Minghai's words. 

 

Su Minghai pointed at his eyes and asked. "Do you see my eyes?" Seeing Lei Feifei subconsciously nod 

her head, he continued. "Since my eyes are fine, it means I'm not blind. Do you really think I would make 

such a simple mistake?" 

 

Lei Feifei stared at Su Minghai for a long time. She took a few deep breaths and said in a deep voice. 

"Have you checked his background yet? Such a person can't have no background." 

 

Su Minghai spread his arms. "You know my style well. How could I not check it?… This little brother is a 

bit strange. It was as if he had never been to the Central Continent before. I couldn't find his trace." 

 

"So he comes from other continents?" Lei Feifei asked. 

 

Su Minghai nodded his head slightly. "Likely. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that he has 

been hidden by an old monster for all this time. As you know, those old monsters are too terrifying. If 

they wanted to hide someone completely, you or I have no way to find out." 

 

"Make sense." Lei Feifei nodded in agreement. She thought for a moment and said. "Such a person. I'm 

afraid it's impossible for me to recruit him." 

 

"Not really." Su Minghai said with a mysterious smile. 

 

Lei Feifei's brows raised slightly. She asked with annoyance. "What? Do you want me to pay again? You 

better forget about it." 

 

Su Minghai laughed out loud and said. "Hahaha. Am I that greedy in your eyes?" 

 

Lei Feifei rolled her eyes as if telling Su Minghai that he was indeed the case. 

 



Su Minghai didn't continue to tease her further and said slowly. "From the conversation I had with him. I 

believe he's looking forward to leaving this continent. His destination should be either Western 

Continent or Eastern Continent. He did ask me a lot of questions about these two continents… I think 

you know what to do." He paused for a moment and added. "Even if you can't recruit him in the end, it's 

not bad to befriend him. Don't you think so?" 

 

Lei Feifei closed her eyes gently, pondering over this matter. A few breaths later, she opened her eyes 

and said with a charming smile.. "You're right." 

Chapter 514 - Conspiracy? 

 

 

 

Su Minghai suddenly thought of something and asked. "Right, I heard that you make a deal with the 

Mystic Pavilion's second son? Can you sell me some?" He didn't specifically mention what the deal was, 

but from his words, he seemed to know everything in detail. 

 

Lei Feifei rolled her eyes and said. "Your nose is good as always, huh?" She paused for a moment and 

continued. "Let's see how much I can get from them first. I don't think their third son will sit still and do 

nothing." 

 

Su Minghai nodded with a thoughtful expression. "I also got the news that their eldest miss returned 

yesterday. According to her personality, she won't easily come back unless there's something big 

happened." 

 

Lei Feifei didn't pay much attention to Mystic Pavilion before. However, she often heard a thing or two 

about their eldest miss, Wu Qingcheng. This person was greedy in nature and did whatever she wanted 

without caring for anything or anyone.  

 

"Maybe she's tired of playing out there." Lei Feifei said casually. 

 

Su Minghai shook his head. "That's unlikely." 

 

Lei Feifei waved her hand dismissively and said. "Whatever. Let's not talk about them… Where is the 

little brother now?" 



 

"No need to be hurried. Leave him for a night." Su Minghai couldn't help laughing slightly upon seeing 

Lei Feifei's impatient appearance. 

 

"Fine. Since he's going to Blue Tide City soon, I'll wait for him over there." Lei Feifei stood up, and her 

figure immediately vanished from the room, leaving behind Su Minghai, who had a thoughtful 

expression on his face. 

 

*** 

 

Yun Lintian didn't know that his almost absolute control over the water element had been mistaken by 

Su Minghai and Lei Feifei as a conceptual intent and became their target. Currently, he had returned to 

the room with Linlin in his arms. 

 

Knock! Knock! 

 

Just as he was about to go to bed, the door was knocked, and Su Minghai's voice could be heard. "Little 

Brother Mu, are you sleeping?" 

 

Yun Lintian frowned slightly and replied. "I'm sleeping." 

 

Su Minghai chuckled and rudely entered the room. He was immediately taken aback when he saw a 

small tiger in Yun Lintian's arms. However, he didn't think about it too much and said. "Sorry to disturb 

you this late. I came here to ask you a few questions." 

 

"Can't it be tomorrow?" Yun Lintian invited Su Minghai to sit down and asked in dissatisfaction. 

 

Su Minghai laughed slightly and explained. "It's like this. As you heard about it today, the Black Wing 

group is currently recruiting people. I wonder if you are interested in this?" 

 

Yun Lintian had a weird look as he somehow smelled a trace of conspiracy from Su Minghai. He returned 

with a question. "Does it have anything to do with me? Brother Su, you should go straight to the point." 



 

"Of course it does." Su Minghai said with a rare serious expression. "I can see that Brother Mu has a plan 

to leave the Central Continent soon. As you might already know. Traveling across the Endless Sea is 

difficult. Not to mention there's a profound beast rampage right now. So, I would like to recommend 

you to join the Black Wing's ship." 

 

For fearing Yun Lintian would be dissatisfied, Su Minghai added. "I say this because I happen to know 

someone with a high position in the group. Brother Mu doesn't have to worry about the contract or 

anything. You can board the ship as a VIP passenger." 

 

Listening to this, Yun Lintian was quite surprised. He had to admit that Su Minghai's suggestion was too 

good for him. Anyway, he had to find a ship to cross the Endless Sea sooner or later. Why wouldn't he 

take this chance? 

 

However, Yun Lintian didn't believe there was free food in this world. Su Minghai must have something 

behind this. He thought for a moment and said sternly. "Honestly, Brother Su's suggestion is not bad. 

However, I prefer to find my own way more. Thank you for telling me this." 

 

"Ah?" Su Minghai's brows raised slightly. "That's fine too. But if Brother Mu really cannot find other 

ways, feel free to contact me at any time." 

 

Yun Lintian nodded with a smile. "I will." Following that, he sent the guest out and returned to his bed. 

 

"Big Brother Yun, who is that person? He's strong." Linlin snuggled in Yun Lintian's embrace and asked 

curiously. 

 

"Really? I haven't checked on him yet. How powerful is he?" Yun Lintian stroked Linlin's back lovingly. 

 

Linlin closed her eyes, enjoying being caressed by Yun Lintian, and said. "He's at the peak of the 

Monarch Profound Realm. In terms of profound energy, he's slightly better than that Han Bingling." 

 

Yun Lintian's eyes flashed with incredulity. He had roughly guessed that Su Minghai should be a 

monarch, but he totally didn't expect him to be this powerful. How come such a person stays in this 

place? 



 

Linlin put her paw on Yun Lintian's chest and said. "Don't be afraid, Big Brother Yun. Linlin is strong now. 

I will protect you." 

 

Hearing this, Yun Lintian's heart was warm. He chuckled and said. "Thank you, Linlin. But big brother has 

to remind you of one thing. You cannot expose your power casually, understand? Leave everything to 

me. Even if I can't beat the opponent, escaping shouldn't be a problem. On the contrary, if someone 

noticed your identity, we would have to stay in the Land of Beyond Heaven for a long time." 

 

Linlin let out a hum and obediently leaned against Yun Lintian's chest. 

 

"Let's sleep." Yun Lintian didn't say anything further and extinguished the candle before lying 

comfortably on the bed. He stared at the ceiling and was lost in his thought. 

 

The following day, Yun Lintian went to the dining hall and had a simple breakfast with Linlin. When he 

was about to finish his breakfast, Su Minghai appeared in the hall and sat directly opposite Yun Lintian. 

 

"Are you leaving today?" Su Minghai asked and took a glance at Linlin, who was drinking milk heartily. 

He somehow felt there was something special on this little tiger, but he couldn't pinpoint out. 

 

Yun Lintian drank a cup of water and replied. "Yes.. I'm leaving after this meal." 

Chapter 515 - Recruiting 

 

 

 

A luxury carriage galloped along the main road toward the Blue Tide City. In the carriage, Yun Lintian 

looked at the scenery outside boringly. Previously, he didn't want to take the carriage at all, but he 

couldn't keep refusing Su Minghai's enthusiasm and accepted his offer in the end. 

 

Su Minghai looked outside through a small window while holding a glass of wine in his hand. He would 

occasionally glance at Linlin a few times as though he wanted to ask something. 

 



Yun Lintian naturally noticed this, but he had no intention of saying or explaining anything. 

 

Su Minghai could feel that Yun Lintian had raised his guard up since the last night's conversation. He 

thought for a moment and let out a sigh. "Alright, Brother Mu. It's my fault." 

 

Yun Lintian turned to look at Su Minghai and asked with a faint smile. "Oh? What do you mean, Brother 

Su?" 

 

Su Minghai cursed inwardly when he saw Yun Lintian's expression. Anyway, I am a genuine monarch 

here. Can't you show me some respect? 

 

His lips twitched slightly, and he said. "I hide something from you. Actually, I had recommended you to 

the Black Wing group. That's why I want you to join them." 

 

Yun Lintian's expression did not change in the slightest, as though he had already expected this. He 

continued to look at Su Minghai without a word. 

 

Su Minghai was uncomfortable being stared at by this junior. He took a gulp of wine and said. "The Black 

Wing group is founded by a young lady named Lei Feifei. She has a great ambition to make the group 

number one in the world. Recently, several groups constantly suppressed her, and her talented 

members had been poached away. If it continues like this, her Black Wing group will definitely become 

the past tense soon." 

 

Yun Lintian was surprised to hear this, but he didn't show it outside. He stared at Su Minghai for a 

moment and asked. "Even the peak monarch like you cannot help her. Don't you think it's ridiculous to 

recruit me?" 

 

Su Minghai was taken aback and couldn't help taking a deep look at Yun Lintian. He didn't expect the 

latter to know his strength like this. After all, his concealment art was not ordinary. It seemed he had to 

reevaluate Yun Lintian again. 

 

Su Minghai quickly wore an admiring expression and said. "As expected from Brother Mu. My eyes 

didn't lie to me at all. You are really the most talented person I have ever seen so far." He paused for a 

moment and continued. "When you showed a tiny portion of your strength yesterday, I had discovered 



that you have already mastered a conceptual intent. Do you know what this means? As long as you 

didn't die halfway, your future is limitless, and you are destined to be one of the strongest persons in 

this world. With you in the Black Wing group. Why would they need to fear those jumping clowns?" 

 

A strange light flashed across Yun Lintian's eyes as he looked at Su Minghai in confusion… Conceptual 

intent? Since when did I master it? Did this uncle make a mistake? 

 

As Yun Lintian pondered further, he seemed to understand something. Conceptual intent was 

represented an absolute control. Perhaps his control over the water element made Su Minghai believe 

he had mastered the conceptual intent. 

 

Of course, Yun Lintian wouldn't expose himself. He replied after thinking for a moment. "There is no 

benefit for me. On the contrary, joining the Black Wing group means carrying an unwanted burden. If it 

was you, do you want to join it, Brother Su?" 

 

"Of course not. Who would do that?" Su Minghai replied in almost an instant. "I have already thought 

about this and discussed it with Lei Feifei before visiting you last night. She wanted to invite you to be a 

guest elder of the group. In this position, you don't need to take regular responsibility. All you need to 

do is lend a hand when the group is facing an unavoidable crisis." 

 

Yun Lintian didn't react and kept pondering on Su Minghai's words. In fact, befriending the Black Wing 

group was not a bad idea. In the future, he would travel between the continents often, and the Black 

Wing's ship could play a significant role in this. Unless he established the Grand Transmission Formation 

by himself. 

 

Su Minghai thought that Yun Lintian couldn't see any benefit in joining the Black Wing. He explained 

further. "Although the Black Wing group has been surrounded by the enemies, its business is still good. 

As a guest elder, you can enjoy various benefits, such as a high-grade artifact and magical plants. There 

is also a high salary. If I remember correctly, it should be around one million medium grade Profound 

Stones." 

 

Su Minghai observed Yun Lintian's face carefully, waiting to see a trace of surprise on the latter, but he 

was disappointed in the end. Yun Lintian didn't show any emotion in the slightest, which made Su 

Minghai doubt whether Yun Lintian was too stunned to speak or he was genuinely uninterested in these 

benefits. 

 



Yun Lintian responded after a short period of silence. "I can see Brother Su is sincere enough. I can be a 

guest elder, as you said. But…" His voice became solemn as he spoke further. "I will put an ugly word 

here. I won't participate in any dispute between the Black Wing group and an enemy outside the current 

ones. And the Black Wing's owner has no right to order me around. If I want to help, then I will help. 

However, if I don't want to, I won't do it no matter how hard she tries. If the group owner can accept 

this, then I will join the group." 

 

Su Minghai almost accepted Yun Lintian's condition in Lei Feifei's stead. The conditions Yun Lintian 

proposed weren't excessive at all. It is all fair, in his opinion. 

 

He nodded his head firmly and said.. "I will tell her now and see her decision." 

Chapter 516 - Blue Tide City 

 

 

 

After Su Minghai informed Lei Feifei, his mood was good as he would earn a massive profit from this 

deal. He poured himself another cup of wine and laughed happily. "Trust me, Little Brother Mu. You 

won't regret this." 

 

Yun Lintian felt nothing about joining the Black Wing group. After all, it was on a mutual benefit. He 

looked at Su Minghai and asked. "Actually, I'm curious. With Brother Su's strength, forcing me to join the 

group shouldn't be a problem…." 

 

Before Yun Lintian could finish his sentence, Su Minghai interrupted first. "What you said is true, but not 

everyone in this world is the same. It may sound unbelievable, but I had never forced anyone with my 

power throughout my life. Of course, if someone tried to harm me, then I wouldn't be polite." He drank 

a mouthful of wine and continued. "Doing business is what I love the most. When I saw you showing off 

your strength yesterday, I immediately knew that you are the most precious treasure in the market. 

How could I be willing to break it?" 

 

"Basically, I am just a product in your eyes?" Yun Lintian didn't get offended upon hearing this. On the 

other hand, if Su Minghai said otherwise, he wouldn't believe it at all. 

 

Su Minghai chuckled. "You can think like that." 



 

Yun Lintian didn't say anything further and continued to look at the scenery outside. 

 

An hour later, the carriage gradually approached a somewhat huge city. Yun Lintian looked over and was 

slightly surprised as this place had no wall. Several rows of buildings aligned and formed into a city, 

spanning more than a thousand square kilometers. 

 

A gentle wind carried a smell of salt blew against Yun Lintian's face, making him feel nostalgic a bit. It's 

been a long time since he went to the beach. The last time he saw the sea has to trace back to when he 

was on Earth. 

 

Xia Yao's silhouette suddenly appeared in Yun Lintian's mind, causing him to fall into a trance. 

 

Su Minghai thought that Yun Lintian was astonished by the Blue Tide City's appearance. He smiled faintly 

and began to introduce. "Surprised? This city doesn't belong to any force. So, there is no need to build a 

wall here." 

 

Su Minghai sent a sound transmission to a coachman, and the latter quickly increased the pace of the 

carriage, passing through the first inspection point. Judging from the respectful expressions of the 

guards, it seemed Su Minghai's status in this city was not low. 

 

"What happened, Big Brother Yun?" Linlin could feel Yun Lintian's mood was not good. She patted the 

latter's chest and asked worriedly. 

 

Yun Lintian came back to his sense and gave a smile. "It's nothing. Big brother just thought of 

something." He then turned to Su Minghai and asked. "You also opened the inn here?" 

 

Su Minghai nodded. "Naturally. However, before going to my inn. I'll send you to see Lei Feifei first. She 

has been waiting for us right now." 

 

Yun Lintian responded with a hum and turned his gaze to the bustling scenery outside. Endless people 

wandered on the streets with different styles of buildings and storefronts sprawled on without end on 

both sides.  



 

As crowds moved together, the waves of clamor were like the tide. It was exceedingly lively and 

bustling. In addition, regardless of gender or age, nearly everyone carried varied levels of profound 

energy. 

 

Compared to the Profound Sky Divine City, the atmosphere in this place was more energetic as people 

here seemed to be full of happiness and carefree. 

 

Su Minghai looked at the bustling crowds and said. "Compared to people in other major cities, everyone 

here doesn't carry much pressure in their life. They would rather choose to live a happy and leisure life 

than force themselves to practice every day. Maybe this is the charm of this place." 

 

Yun Lintian subconsciously nodded his head in agreement. He, too, would pick the same choice as he 

believed; the beauty of the journey is found not in the destination but in the scenery along the way. 

Unfortunately, he didn't have a choice. The moment he received the Beyond Heaven King's inheritance, 

his life was destined to be busy and constantly on the run. 

 

After passing seven extremely long streets, the carriage took a right turn and moved further for another 

ten minutes. The flow of people suddenly decreased, even the atmosphere had become quite different. 

 

The carriage firmly stopped in front of a seven-story building with a huge plaque above the entrance. 

Yun Lintian glanced upward, and the four words "Black Wing Mercenary Group" were lined horizontally 

on the white plaque. Yun Lintian could feel an inexplicable deterrent force coming out of it.  

 

The surrounding area was different from the bustling and liveliness on other streets; not only were the 

amount of people that passed through very few, most of them also walked with hurried footsteps and 

with their mouths tightly closed. Let alone being bustling, there wasn't even anyone that spoke loudly as 

if they were afraid to disturb something. 

 

"Let's go in." Su Minghai walked out of the carriage and led Yun Lintian into the building. 

 

The interior of the Black Wing group's building was spacious, and its silence carried a kind of looming 

pressure. If normal people walked inside, they would all be constrained by the atmosphere to the point 

of being unable to breathe properly. 



 

There weren't many people around here, only four or five people were walking around, busy with their 

own matters.  

 

When a thirty-something-year-old man stood behind a long counter saw Su Minghai coming. He smiled 

and hurriedly greeted. "What brings you here today, Owner Su?" 

 

Yun Lintian could feel that this person was extremely familiar with Su Minghai, and the word "Owner" in 

his mouth didn't seem to refer to the inn owner, but rather something else. 

 

Su Minghai glanced at the man and said calmly. "I made an appointment with your leader. She should be 

waiting for me right now." 

 

A realization look appeared on the man's face. "I see." He glanced at Yun Lintian and Linlin in the latter's 

arms before saying. "This…" 

 

Su Minghai's body suddenly emitted a deterrent aura as she said coldly.. "You should focus on your 

business." 

Chapter 517 - Magical Eyes 

 

 

 

The man's entire body trembled in fright. He hurriedly said. "My apologies, Owner Su. Please calm 

down." 

 

Su Minghai retracted his aura and smiled amiably. "Can I go up now?" 

 

The man didn't dare to keep Su Minghai here further. He quickly made an inviting gesture and said. 

"Please." 

 

Su Minghai nodded slightly and walked toward the staircase, followed by Yun Lintian. 

 



"Didn't you say you have never forced anyone before?" Yun Lintian asked strangely. 

 

Su Minghai turned around and shrugged his shoulders. "That's not forcing but coerce. It's a different 

thing." 

 

Different my foot! Yun Lintian's mouth twitched. Now he believed this Su Minghai's words could not be 

trusted.  

 

The two walked up all the way to the seventh floor and arrived in front of a room. Before Su Minghai 

could say anything, a female voice suddenly resounded from the inside. "Come in." 

 

Su Minghai pushed the door and walked into the room with Yun Lintian. 

 

Sitting behind an ancient wood desk was no other than Lei Feifei. Her black eyes were staring at Yun 

Lintian for a long time, as though she was trying to see something. 

 

While she was observing him, Yun Lintian also did the same. He looked at this lady with a thoughtful 

expression. For some reason, he could feel a strong lightning force hiding within her body. This feeling 

was similar to the time he met Lei Jun in the Thunder Valley… Surname Lei? Could it be she was 

someone from the Divine Thunder Palace? Why would she establish the Black Wing group if it was the 

case? And who the hell dared to oppose her? 

 

"She's similar to Su Minghai. Her strength has reached the peak of the Monarch Profound Realm. Also, 

she should be proficient in the lightning element." Linlin sent a sound transmission to Yun Lintian. 

 

Hearing this, Yun Lintian didn't doubt Lei Feifei's identity anymore. She was definitely someone from the 

Divine Thunder Palace. 

 

"I say, how long are you two going to look at each other?" Su Minghai couldn't help saying this after 

watching the two of them keep staring at each other. 

 

Lei Feifei rolled her eyes annoyingly at Su Minghai and turned to Yun Lintian with a lady-like smile. "You 

might already know my name, but let me introduce myself again. My name is Lei Feifei, the Black Wing 



group's founder. Since we are going to be a comrade soon. You can call me by my name directly. I don't 

mind about it." 

 

Yun Lintian smiled faintly and said. "Hello, Leader Lei. My name is Mu Chen. Please take care of me from 

now on." 

 

Lei Feifei curled her lips. "Like I said. Just call me by my name." She then inadvertently glanced at Linlin 

in Yun Lintian's arms and her pupils immediately constricted. Countless deafening thunder roarings 

echoed in her mind, shaking her entire body and soul. 

 

Su Minghai discovered the abnormality on Lei Feifei. He called out in puzzlement. "What happened?" 

 

Lei Feifei didn't seem to hear Su Minghai at all. She was constantly trembling, and her eyes gradually 

rolled upward as if she was about to faint. 

 

Yun Lintian's brows tightly locked together. He followed Lei Feifei's initial gaze and looked downward at 

Linlin. "Linlin?" 

 

Linlin tilted her head and said. "Sorry, Big Brother Yun. She seems to see my identity." 

 

"How so?" Yun Lintian's heart tightened up. What he worried about the most had happened sooner 

than he expected. If Lei Feifei had indeed discovered Linlin's identity, he had to leave this place now. 

 

"Her eyes… There is something with her eyes." Linlin said uncertainly. The moment Lei Feifei looked at 

her earlier, she could feel that the former could see through everything. 

 

"Her eyes?" Yun Lintian frowned as he stared at Lei Feifei. He quickly activated Eyes of Heaven and saw 

strange black lightning flowing out from the area around Lei Feifei's eyes… What the hell is that? 

 

Su Minghai approached Lei Feifei and released profound energy to stabilize the latter's condition. His 

eyebrows couldn't help creasing together when he discovered Lei Feifei actually suffered a mental 

attack. He subconsciously glanced at Yun Lintian and saw the latter's pupils glowed in golden light. 

 



"Brother Mu?" Su Minghai called out cautiously. 

 

Yun Lintian retracted his Eyes of Heaven and turned to ask. "Did Leader Lei possess a special physique? 

More precisely, special eyes." 

 

Su Minghai's eyes narrowed slightly. Lei Feifei's magical eyes were her greatest secret. How did Yun 

Lintian know about it? Was he someone from the enemy's camp? Countless possibilities ran across Su 

Minghai's mind. 

 

Yun Lintian knew that his question was too abrupt. He quickly explained. "Please don't misunderstand 

me. I also possess special eyes. I think our power collided with each other earlier. It is not my intention." 

 

"Is that so?" Su Minghai didn't believe it, but he couldn't find other explanations besides this. He took a 

deep look at Yun Lintian and said. "Do you have a way to help her?" 

 

Yun Lintian hesitated briefly and threw a jade bottle at Su Minghai. "Feed her this." 

 

Su Minghai caught the jade bottle and looked at the content inside. His eyes widened open slightly as he 

uttered. "This… Thunder Soul Pill?" 

 

The Thunder Soul Pill was one of the most precious pills for lightning attribute practitioners. It could 

help practitioners consolidate their souls and even heal some injuries on the soul. What made this pill 

rare was its main ingredient, the Thunder Grass. Yun Lintian could come up with this, had explained one 

thing. His background was certainly not ordinary. Perhaps it was even stood on the same foot as Divine 

Thunder Palace. 

 

Su Minghai didn't hesitate further and fed Lei Feifei the pill while helping her digest it with his profound 

energy. A few breaths later, Lei Feifei's condition gradually stabilized. 

 

The moment Lei Feifei regained her sense, she subconsciously looked at Linlin, and terror was written all 

over her face. Her mouth opened and closed a few times, but no word came out in the end.. More 

precisely, she didn't dare to say anything for fearing Linlin might attack her again. 

Chapter 518 - Tree Of Life's News 



 

 

 

Yun Lintian stared at Lei Feifei and said plainly. "Are you alright, Leader Lei? I'm sorry. I didn't mean it." 

Just by looking at Lei Feifei's face, he was certain the latter could recognize Linlin's identity. He wanted 

to see how she would react. 

 

Lei Feifei suppressed the fear in her heart and turned to Yun Lintian. She could feel an underlying 

message in his words. As a leader of one of the most prominent mercenary groups, she was naturally 

not a fool. She immediately understood what Yun Lintian was implying.  

 

She took a deep breath, pretending to recover from the shock, and said. "I'm fine. You deserve to be 

praised by Su Minghai." 

 

On the side, Su Minghai's doubt was instantly dispelled by this conversation. Looked like what Yun 

Lintian said earlier was true. They both possessed special eyes and somehow collided with each other. 

 

Lei Feifei calmed down and changed the topic. "I heard from Su Minghai that you're leaving the Central 

Continent. I wonder what your plan is ?" 

 

Yun Lintian glanced at Su Minghai briefly and turned back to Lei Feifei. "I'm interested in the Western 

Continent." 

 

"Western Continent? Brother Mu, you have to think carefully before going there. That place is not 

peaceful at all. Especially to us, the human race." Su Minghai gave a reminder. He thought Yun Lintian 

would choose the Eastern Continent after the previous conversation. He didn't expect Yun Lintian to 

choose a chaotic place like the Western Continent. 

 

Yun Lintian smiled faintly. "Thank you, Brother Su. But I have my own plan." 

 

Lei Feifei subconsciously glanced at Linlin and quickly looked away. "You came at the right time. Our 

number one ship is heading to the Western Continent in two days later." 

 



Su Minghai was surprised upon hearing this. He asked curiously. "If I remember correctly, your number 

one ship is heading to the Eastern Continent. How come it changed now?" 

 

Lei Feifei leaned against the chair and replied. "I got a big customer today. They want to go there." 

 

"A big customer? Who are they to make you change your original route like this?" Su Minghai was 

confused. According to Lei Feifei's personality, she would never change her route because of a 

customer's request. He was extremely curious who this customer was to make her change the route for 

the first time. 

 

Lei Feifei said softly. "Myriad Pill Palace." 

 

Su Minghai had a realization look on his face. "I see. Are they going after the so-called Tree of Life 

again?" 

 

Lei Feifei spread her arms and said. "What else?" 

 

Yun Lintian listened to this without changing his complexion. However, he was shocked deeply in his 

heart to hear the "Tree of Life" words. Could this be the Tree of Life he was looking for? 

 

According to the information he got from Tian Zuo, the next mythical realm was located in the Western 

Continent, but there was no specific detail about it. After hearing this, he was sure the Tree of Life was 

related to the mythical realm he was looking for. 

 

Thinking of this, Yun Lintian couldn't help asking. "Leader Lei, Brother Su. What is the Tree of Life?" 

 

Lei Feifei and Su Minghai looked at Yun Lintian briefly, and the latter explained. "There's a legend about 

the tree that can bring the dead back to life. No one knows where it is, but it should be located on the 

Western Continent, according to the deduction. After all, that place is full of forest and rich in vitality… 

Myriad Pill Palace has been obsessing about this for hundreds of years. They would occasionally send a 

group of people to look for it even though they ended up in a failure every time." 

 

Yun Lintian nodded and asked further. "Is there any mythical realm over there?" 



 

"Mythical realm?" Lei Feifei repeated. "I never heard there's the mythical realm on the Western 

Continent before." 

 

Su Minghai had also nodded in agreement. "There are mythical realms all over the places in this world, 

except for the Western Continent. The rumor said they were destroyed by profound beasts over there… 

Why, Brother Mu? Are you planning to find a mythical realm there?" 

 

Yun Lintian shook his head. "No. I'm just curious about it. I have heard a lot about the mythical realms 

since I was young. I didn't expect that there is none on the Western Continent. It seems this trip is 

destined to have less fun." 

 

Lei Feifei's eyes flickered slightly. She seemed to think of something but did not show on the surface. 

 

Meanwhile, Su Minghai didn't feel anything wrong with Yun Lintian's words. After all, Yun Lintian was 

young. Looking for something exciting was a norm for people in his age. 

 

Since there was nothing to do here further, Yun Lintian said. "Then, I'll have to trouble Leader Lei. See 

you in two days." 

 

Lei Feifei smiled and said. "What trouble? You are a guest elder of my Black Wing group. You don't have 

to be polite… Right, I haven't told you about the benefits yet. As a guest elder, you can enjoy the highest 

treatment from our group. You will have your own room on the ship and a few servants to serve you 

personally. At the same time, you will receive a million mid-grade Profound Stone every month. You can 

choose to receive them directly or exchange them for a treasure." 

 

Lei Feifei suddenly threw a black token at Yun Lintian and said. "This is your identity token. As long as 

you show this, everyone under the elder's level will obey your command." 

 

Yun Lintian looked at the black token with a single black wing shape briefly and put it away. He smiled at 

Lei Feifei and said politely. "Thank you, Leader Lei." 

 

Lei Feifei waved her hand generously. "As I said, you don't have to be polite. Just called me by my name 

directly." 



 

Yun Lintian thought for a moment and said. "Alright, Sister Lei." 

 

Lei Feifei smiled in satisfaction and turned to Su Minghai. "Please arrange a room for Brother Mu." 

 

Su Minghai had a weird expression, as he felt something was not right. Why would Lei Feifei become 

polite all of a sudden? 

Chapter 519 - Harbor 

 

 

 

After sending Yun Lintian and Su Minghai away, Lei Feifei tapped on the table for a while and took a 

golden transmission jade out. "Second Aunt, how are you?" 

 

A few breaths later, a female voice filled with surprise rang out from the other side. "Feifei? Oh my. Is 

the sun going to rise from the west now?" 

 

Lei Feifei curled her lips. If it was possible, she didn't want to contact her family again, but Linlin's 

identity scared her witless. She must confirm this matter first. 

 

She started to act like a baby as she pouted. "Stop teasing me already, Second Aunt. Can't I contact you 

when I miss you?" 

 

"Miss me? Girl, who did you try to deceive? If you said that you are here to ask for money, I would 

believe it." Lei Feifei's Second Aunt, Lei Baiyu, said with a hint of laughter. 

 

"Second Aunt!" Lei Feifei pouted angrily. 

 

"Alright, alright. Your second aunt won't tease you anymore. Say, what's the matter? Has something 

happened to your Black Wing group? Do you need my help?" Lei Baiyu asked concernedly.  

 



Hearing this, Lei Feifei's heart was warm. She had never felt this way for a long, long time and somehow 

started to miss it a bit. She shook her head to get rid of messy thoughts and went straight to the point. 

"There's nothing happened to my group. I just want to ask you something, Second Aunt… I heard that Lei 

Jun had returned from the Northern Continent not long ago. Is it true?" 

 

Lei Baiyu replied in almost an instant. "Since when you have interested in his affair?" 

 

"Just answer me, Second Aunt." Lei Feifei started to get annoyed. 

 

"Oh little girl, you still have this temper after all this year… Yes, he had returned a while ago." Lei Baiyu 

complained. 

 

"Is there anything happened to make him return?" Lei Feifei asked further. 

 

"What is this question?" Lei Baiyu was curious. "Come to think of it, there seems to be an accident on 

this trip. If I remember correctly, the Thunder Valley on the Northern Continent had somehow 

collapsed. I don't know much about the specific detail." 

 

A strange light flashed across Lei Feifei's eyes. She felt the collapse of the Thunder Valley should have 

something to do with Linlin… Why did such a legendary figure become someone's pet? Who the hell was 

this Mu Chen? 

 

The more she thought, the more curious she became. Lei Feifei wanted to ask Yun Lintian directly, but 

she was afraid that Linlin would be dissatisfied and cast another spell on her.  

 

"I must help him hide identity." Lei Feifei muttered to herself. 

 

"Girl? Are you there? Why did you become silent all of a sudden?" Lei Baiyu's voice resounded. 

 

Lei Feifei quickly replied. "It's nothing, Second Aunt. I have to go now. Thank you for telling me this… 

Right, you must keep this secret for me, Second Aunt. Don't tell anyone that I ask you this." 

 



Lei Baiyu didn't understand why Lei Feifei acted so secretly. However, she still replied. "Alright, alright. 

Your second aunt will reluctantly listen to you… When are you going to come back? Your mom misses 

you so much. She didn't have a good sleep since the day you left…." 

 

Before Lei Baiyu could finish her sentence, Lei Feifei cut in first. "Didn't have a good sleep? Heh, Second 

Aunt. I told you many times that you don't have to speak up for her. With her strength, she could find 

me at any time. Where is she all these years?" 

 

Lei Baiyu's sigh could be heard from the other side. "Can you forgive her once? The incident back then is 

not her fault at all." 

 

"That's it, Second Aunt. I'm busy here." Lei Feifei didn't want to talk anymore and put the transmission 

jade away. 

 

She leaned against the chair and closed her eyes, losing in deep thought. 

 

Two days passed by quickly and today was the day Yun Lintian would leave the Central Continent. At this 

moment, he was standing on a spacious harbor on a golden sand beach. A lot of ships were coming and 

going, making the place bustling with noises.  

 

Countless practitioners were gathered in this place. Some came here to look for newly arrived treasures 

while others were waiting to board the ships. The scene was so lively, causing Yun Lintian to miss the 

time he was on Earth again. 

 

"What is that!?" A sudden exclaim from a man made everyone turn to look in the direction he was 

pointing to. 

 

At this moment, a dilapidated ship that could sink at any moment was slowly approaching the harbor. 

Black smoke and fire could be seen on it. It was a miracle that the ship could still sail. 

 

"Brothers, let's pull the ship in." Several people nearby the shore hurriedly rushed forward and pulled 

the ship to the harbor. 

 



"They are lucky enough to come back." Su Minghai, who was standing beside Yun Lintian, said. His face 

was calm, as though he was used to this scene. 

 

Yun Lintian's brows raised slightly as he asked. "They got attacked by profound beasts?" 

 

"Yes, and no." Su Minghai replied calmly. "Profound beasts aren't the only thing in the sea. There is also 

a pirate. This ship probably encountered a wave of profound beasts first and then got ambushed by a 

pirate group." 

 

"Oh? How could they come back then?" Yun Lintian was surprised. 

 

"There is a powerful guy on the ship." Su Minghai replied and looked at a tall figure that appeared on 

the deck. 

 

Yun Lintian followed Su Minghai's gaze and saw the tall guy standing proudly. He had a long beard, and 

his complexion was a bit savage. His eyes seemed to fill with fighting spirit, as though he was ready to 

fight at any time. 

 

"His name is Quan Xun. Although he is at the third level of the Monarch Profound Realm, his battle 

prowess is not low at all. He fought with many middle and high-level monarchs before and even 

managed to defeat them.." Su Minghai said. 

Chapter 520 - Quan Xun 

 

 

 

Quan Xun swept his gaze over the crowds and let out a savage grin. "Your daddy is back!" 

 

The crowds who didn't know Quan Xun were immediately startled and gave him strange gazes, as 

though they were looking at a mentally ill man. Meanwhile, those who were familiar with Quan Xun 

didn't dare to utter a word and quickly moved away from the harbor. 

 



Seeing the crowds' reactions, Quan Xun let out strange laughter and was about to say something, but he 

suddenly caught a glimpse of Su Minghai in the distance. He laughed aloud and shouted. "Old Su, are 

you here to welcome me?" 

 

Su Minghai covered his face. "Oh shit." 

 

With a swoosh, Quan Xun appeared a few steps away from Su Minghai and grinned. "Why are you here 

today?" 

 

Su Minghai knew he couldn't get away from Quan Xun now. He didn't reply to the latter but asked 

instead. "What did you encounter?" 

 

Quan Xun's current appearance was not much different from a beggar on the streets. His robe was torn 

apart, revealing some wounds underneath it. His entire body was smeared with bloodstain and reeked 

of a dead body. Evidently, he had just gone through an intense battle. 

 

Hearing this question, Quan Xun spat saliva on the ground and snarled. "What else? My ship had been 

surrounded by those crazy sea beasts for five days and five nights. When we thought we could get away 

from them, those bastards Grey Hawk appeared so timely, as if they had been waiting for this. If it 

wasn't because of my crew's scarification, I would have been buried at the bottom of the Endless Sea by 

now… I came back here to recruit more people to hunt those bastards." 

 

"Grey Hawk? Listen to your words. How did they know your position so well?" Su Minghai touched his 

chin with a wondered expression. 

 

"You tell me." Quan Xun shrugged his shoulders. Before this, he thought there was a traitor among his 

people, but all of them had become the food of fishes now. He didn't think the traitor would be stupid 

enough to lose his life in the process like this. 

 

Su Minghai nodded his head slowly and said. "Well, at least you are still alive. I wish you good luck with 

your revenge." 

 

Quan Xun let out a hum and turned to look at Yun Lintian. "Is this your pretty boy, Old Su?… Well, not 

bad. He's tender enough." 



 

Su Minghai gave a fierce kick at Quan Xun and scolded angrily. "Pretty boy my foot! This is the guest 

elder of the Black Wing group. His name is Mu Chen." 

 

Yun Lintian, who was silent for all this time, was speechless. Why did they suddenly change to his topic 

now? 

 

Quan Xun cleverly avoided Su Minghai's kick and landed on the side. He looked at Yun Lintian in surprise. 

"Him? A guest elder? You're not joking, right?" 

 

No matter how Quan Xun looked at Yun Lintian, he didn't seem anything extraordinary in the latter. 

Although Yun Lintian could reach the fifth level of Heaven Profound Realm at a young age, it was 

nothing worth mentioning in Quan Xun's eyes. How could he become a guest elder of the Black Wing 

group? 

 

As Quan Xun's voice fell, Lei Feifei suddenly appeared on the scene with a few people following behind 

her. "What's wrong with that? This has nothing to do with you, right, Quan Xun?" 

 

Quan Xun's eyes narrowed as he looked at the newcomer. He flashed his dirty teeth as he said. "Long 

time no see, Leader Lei. You are still as beautiful as ever. I wonder when I will have a chance to have a 

meal with you?" 

 

"Shut your stinky mouth up, Quan Xun!" A slender woman clad in a black robe behind Lei Feifei said 

coldly. She did not hide her killing intent at all when she stared at Quan Xun. 

 

"Tsk. Are you jealous, Xiao Lian? If you want to have a meal with me, I can satisfy you tho." Quan Xun 

didn't seem to fear the woman named Xiao Lian at all. 

 

Lightning sparks slowly emerged around Lei Feifei as she looked at Quan Xun with a playful smile. "Your 

injuries are not light. I'm curious how many times you can take my attack. Let's try it, shall we?" 

 

Quan Xun's face twitched slightly. If he hadn't suffered injuries, he would dare to face Lei Feifei, but with 

his current state, he would definitely die in one or two strikes from Lei Feifei. His expression changed 

quickly and was replaced with a flattery smile. "Hehe. How could I dare to fight Leader Lei? You are such 



a beautiful flower. It won't be good I hurt you… Ah, so tired! I just came back from a long journey. I think 

I will take a good rest first. See you later." 

 

Following that, his figure instantly vanished from the spot under several contempt gazes from the 

onlookers. 

 

Lei Feifei retracted her power and turned to Yun Lintian. "Let's go, Elder Mu. The ship is already waiting 

for us." 

 

Yun Lintian nodded and followed behind Lei Feifei. The earlier episode did not affect him much. On the 

contrary, he found this Quan Xun's character interesting. He felt they could be good friends. Perhaps he 

might find a chance to get in touch with him in the future. 

 

On the way, Xiao Lian observed Yun Lintian from time to time. She was skeptical when Lei Feifei told her 

a new guest elder would join them. At first, she thought this person would have high strength, but it 

actually turned out to be a young boy in the Heaven Profound Realm. This made her wonder what soup 

did Yun Lintian give Lei Feifei to make her offer such a high position to him. 

 

It was not only Xiao Lian who had this doubt. Several Black Wing members behind her also held the 

same idea.  

 

"Are you Mu Chen?" At this moment, a twenty-something man took a big step forward to Yun Lintian's 

side and asked coldly. "I don't know why Leader Lei accepts you into the group, but I will tell you one 

thing.. We do not accept a weak here. Understand?" 


